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MISSOULA-A variety of perspectives on the subject of environmental preservation and control
will be presented as part of 1975 Summer Session activities at the University of Montana
in Missoula.

People of diverse occupational backgrounds, including mill workers, business

people, ranchers, teachers and students, will have an opportunity to explore and discuss
various aspects of the environment with others who bring diverse interpretations to
environmental issues.
Several University faculty members and a distinguished visiting professor from the
University of Nebraska, Dr. Leslie Hewes, will direct 10 courses, workshops and institutes
focused on environmental questions.
Commenting on the variety of environmentally-related programs offered at UM during
the summer, Dr. Patricia Douglas, director of the Center for Continuing Education and
Summer Programs at UM, said: "The diversity of academic departments sponsoring such
programs reveals the interdisciplinary nature and extensive concern caused by air, water
and land pollution and energy problems."
Courses related to the environment will be offered on the Missoula campus on various
dates.

A course listing follows.

Included are brief descriptions of the courses.

Economics 495, The Economics of Preservation: Wilderness and Wild Rivers, UM Summer
Pre-Session, June 16-20.

The focus is on the economics of preservation of natural

environments such as wilderness and wild rivers.

The principles explored will be applied

to specific cases such as the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area in northwestern Montana, Hells
Cailyon of the Snake River in Idaho and the Wilderness Act of 1964.

- more -
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Economics 382, Contemporary Economic Problems, first
July 23.

4~-week

Summer Session, June 23-

The course provides a conceptual overview of environmental deterioration.

Formal

analysis will relate to economic concepts of market failure, transaction costs,
externalities and public goods.
Education 594, Environmental Education, a field-oriented seminar, second
Summer Session, July 24-Aug. 22.

4~-week

Focuses on various problems of landscape degradation,

pesticide contamination, air and water pollution and environmental quality.

Emphasis is

placed on implementing environmental awareness and integrating these concepts into
elementary and secondary school curricula.
Forestry 380, Environmental Conservation, lJ!'.I Summer Pre-Session, June 16-20.

The

program is directed toward understanding the interrelationships of resource conservation
problems and programs.

Consideration will be given to conservation practices and

facilities and the agencies involved in their application.
Geography 305, Cultural Geography, first

4~-week

Summer Session at UM, June 23-July 23.

A member of the geography profession, Dr. Leslie Hewes of the University of Nebraska, will
teach the course.

The focus will be on the role of people in changing the face of the

earth, with emphasis on the approach of culture carried by people and some contemporary
environmental problems will be examined.
Interpersonal Communication, High School Speech Institute, June 16-29.

This

program is designed to prepare high school coaches and debators for the 1975-76 high
school debate topic concerning the allocation of natural resources.

Under the direction

of several experienced forensic administrators, participants will research pro and con
arguments regarding many aspects of environmental issues.
Mathematics 399, The Man

~~de

World and Technology-People-Environment, June 23-July 11,

is designed to provide science and math teachers with an integrated knowledge of the
effects of technological and environmental problems on society.
problems can be solved using math and engineering.
- more -
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Mathematics 399, a series of one-week courses from June 23-Aug. 15, includes some
courses directed to the application of elementary mathematical techniques motivated by
example and computer simulations using actual wildlife and weather data.

One of the

courses, Extinction of Grizzlies and Polution Models, will be June 30-July 3.
Microbiology 300, General Microbiology, the first

4~-week

Summer Session, June 23-

July 23, explores the effects of environmental factors on bacteria, microbiology of soil,
water, milk, foods and industrial microbiology.
Political Science 367, TI1e Environment and Politics, the second

4~-week

session,

July 24-Aug. 22, focuses on issues of environmental quality as they arise in the political
process.

Dr. Robert Eagle, assistant professor of political science at UM, instructor of

the course, said the class enables people of different backgrounds to bring a variety of
perspectives to the examination of politics in times of land, air and water pollution and
energy problems.
Additional information about living accommodations, food service facilities,
registration and other courses may be obtained by contacting the Center for Continuing
Education and Summer Programs, Room 107, ll.1ain Hall, University of Montana, Missoula, Mont.
59801, or phone 243-2900.
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